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The measured infrared reQectance of silver films prepared by rapid evaporation in ultrahigh vacuum was
found to be in excellent agreement (0.1%) with values predicted by the anomalous skin effect theory in the
wavelength region from 4—24 p (values of co7- between 15 and 2, where w is the relaxation time). If a small
correction term was included for electron-electron collisions, the agreement could be extended to 1 p
(car—50).The theoretical curves were determined from values of dc conductivity and Hall constant measured
on silver films prepared in the same evaporation as the optical samples. No optical data were used to fit the
calculated curves to the experimental data. Silver films of varying degrees of roughness were prepared by
evaporating silver onto supersmooth fused-quartz optical Qats which had been roughened with calcium
Quoride films. It was found that there was no difference between the infrared reQectance of rough and smooth
silver samples for roughnesses up to 45K rms. Thus p~1, a condition usually interpreted as specular re-
Qection of the conduction electrons, for surfaces about an order of magnitude rougher than the value pre-
dicted by simple diffraction theory. For rougher surfaces, p dropped rapidly to 0 and, for the roughest sur-
faces studied ( 100 A, rms), the reQectance was somewhat lower than that predicted theoretically.

INTRODUCTION
' 'T is dificult in most cases to unambiguously sepa-
l ~ rate the effects of interband and intraband tran-
sitions in metals at high frequencies. In a perfect lattice,
however, there is a limiting frequency below which
direct interband transitions are forbidden. Indirect in-
terband transitions may occur below this frequency, but
if their contribution is negligible and if the limiting fre-

quency is relatively high, as it is for silver, only intra-
band transitions contribute over a large frequency range.
For silver this range covers a large portion of the in-

frared. Since silver is monovalent and has a nearly
spherical Fermi surface, its infrared reQectance should
be directly comparable with that predicted by theory.
In order to make such a comparison meaningful, how-

ever, the experimental requirements for sample prepa-
ration are quite stringent. The literature is full of evi-
dence that, if inadequate experimental techniques are
used, there is disagreement between theory and experi-
ment. The problem is to determine how closely the
theory is followed if optimum sample preparation and
measurement techniques are used. Lattice distortion,
such as that introduced by mechanical polishing of a
bulk material, may strongly affect the reQectance, ' pre-
sumably by both altering the band structure and by
breaking down the selection rules. This effect is par-
ticularly troublesome in silver which is ductile and thus
easily distorted by mechanical polishing. The distorted
region is very nearly the same as the 220A amp1itude
penetration depth for light in silver. ' The best method

' J. R. Beattie and G. K. T. Conn, Phil. Mag. 46, 989
(1955).

'L. E. Samuels and J. V. Sanders, J. Inst. Metals 87, 129
(1958);L. E. Samuels, in The Surface Chemistry ofAf etuls and Semi-
conductors, edited by H. C. Gatos Uohn Kiley R Sons, Inc. , New
York, 1960), pp. 82—106.

for eliminating lattice distortion at the surface of bulk
samples is electropolishing, but this method usually
leaves the surface too rough and wavy for precision
optical measurements. An undistorted, Qat, nearly

atomically smooth sample can, however, be prepaied
by vacuum evaporation. The evaporation should be
performed in ultrahigh vacuum to minimize the effect
of residual gas. The substrates should be supersmooth
and the evaporated silver films should be kept thin,
since the theory predicts that surface roughness is a
determining factor in the reQection of conduction elec-

trons. This paper reports on optical and electrical mea-

surements made on silver 61ms prepared under the con-

ditions described above, so that they should be suitable
for comparison with theory.

Expressions giving the contribution to the reQectance
from intraband transitions may be obtained from the
classical quasifree electron theory first proposed by
Drude and later modi6ed by Zener, Sommerfeld, and
others. ' Maxwell's equations form the basis for the
derivation of the Drude theory, but an auxiliary re-

lation, usually the Boltzmann transport equation, must
be used to obtain expressions for the frequency-de-
pendent polarizability and conductivity. In the simple

theory, which assumes that the 6eld in which the elec-
trons move between collisions is constant, the reQectance
is a function of only two material parameters, the dc
conductivity 00 and the relaxation time v. The former

may be measured directly and the dc value of the latter
may be obtained from Hall eQ'ect measurements if ro
and the effective mass are known.

When the amplitude penetration depth of the incident
light becomes comparable to the mean free path of the

' F. Seitz, The 3fodern Theory of Solids (McGraw-Hi~l Book «,
Inc. , New York, 1940), pp. 629—642; A. H. Wilson, The Theory of
Metals (Cambridge University Press, London, 1936), pp. 123—126.
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conduction electrons, the simple Drude theory must be
modified. This modification, called the anomalous skin
eGect, was worked out in the late forties and sties
by Reuter and Sondheimer, 4 Dingle, ' Pippard, ' and
others ''. A surface parameter p is introduced which is
related to the probability that the conduction electrons
are specularly reQected upon striking the surface. Since
these electrons have a de Broglie wavelength which is
related to the Fermi energy of the material, one may,
by assuming the system is nondegenerate (a poor as-
sumption for metals), calculate approximately how
smooth the surface should be before appreciable specu-
lar electronic reQection can occur. In general, however,

p has been treated as an adjustable parameter and its
value has been chosen to give the best Gt to the experi-
mental results. The bulk of the published data, mostly
based on electrical measurements, indicates that p 0
(usually interpreted as diffuse electronic scattering) not
only for metals, "but even for semiconductors" where
one would expect specular electronic reQection to oc-
cur."On the other hand, it has been reported that p 1
(usually interpreted as specular electronic reflection)
not only for the semimetal bismuth, "but also for tin,
lead '4 and the noble metals gold'~'~ and silver'~'8
where the electronic wavelength is so short that the
surface would seem to have to be nearly atomically
smooth for specular electronic reQection to occur. ' This

'G. E. H. Reuter and E. H. Sondheimer, Proc. Roy. Soc.
(London) A195, 336 (1948); E. H. Sondheimer, ibid. A224, 260
(1954).

~R. B. Dingle, Physica 19, 311 (1953); Appl. Sci. Res. 83,
69 (1953).

6 A. B. Pippard, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A191, 370 (1947);
A191, 385 (1947); A224, 273 {1954); Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc.
London A250, 325 (1957).

~ M. I. Kaganov and M. Y. Azbel', Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR
102, 49 (1955); M. Y. Azbel' and E. A. Kaner, Zh. Eksperim. i
Teor. Fiz. 29 876 (1955} LEnglish transl. : Soviet Phys. —JETP
2, 749 (1956)j.

D. C. Mattis and J. Bardeen, Phys. Rev. 111 412 (1958).
s R. G. Chambers, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) X215, 481 (1952);

E. R. Andrew, Proc. Phys. Soc. {London) A62, 77 (1949); R. B.
Dingle, Physica 19, 348 (1953);J. L. Olsen, Helv. Phys. Acta 31,
713 (1958); B. N. Aleksandrov, Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz. 43,
399 (1962) LEnglish transl. :Soviet Phys. —JETP 16 286 (1963)j;
E. W. Johnson and H. H. Johnson, J. Appl. Phys. 36, 1286 (1965).' F. W. Reynolds and G. R. Stilwell, Phys. Rev. 88, 418
(1952)."J.¹Zemel and R. L. Petritz, Phys. Rev. 110, 1263 (1958);
J. N. Zemel and R. L Petritz, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 8, 102.
(1959).' R. F. Greene, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 14, 291 (1960); R. F.
Greene, Surface Sci. 2, 101 (1964).

'3 G. E. Smith, Phys. Rev. 115, 1561 (1959); A. ¹ Friedman
and S. H. Koenig, IBM J. Res. Develop. 4, 158 (1960).

'4 A. J. Learn and R. S. Spriggs, J. Appl. Phys. 34, 3012 (1963)."E.J. Gillham, J. S. Preston, and B.E. Williams, Phil. Mag.
46, 1051 (1955); A. E. Ennos, Brit. J. Appl. Phys. 8, 113 (1957);
K. L. Chopra and L. C. Bobb, Acta Met. 12, 807 (1964); M. L.
Thee, J. Phys. (Paris) 25, 194 {1964).

~6 K. L. Chopra, L. C. Bobb, and M. H. Francombe, J. Appl.
Phys. 34, 1699 {1963).' H. E. Bennett and J. M. Bennett, in Optica/ Properties and
E/ectronic Structure of Metals and A/loys, edited by F. Abeles
(North-Holland Publishing Co., Amsterdam, 1966), pp. 175—188.' D. C. Larson and B. T. Boiko, Appl. Phys. Letters 5, 155
(1964).

'

'~ H. A. Muser, Phil. Mag. 45, 1237 (1954).

apparent paradox has been partia1ly resolved by
Greene, "who points out that p~1 does not necessarily
imply that the electronic reQection is specular even in
a nondegenerate system, and that, in addition, the
conduction electrons in a metal are highly degenerate.
The roughness at which p goes from 1 to 0 for a metal
may therefore be considerably different from that calcu-
lated from simple diGraction theory. No experiments
have been previously reported for which surfaces with

p 1 have been roughened to the point where p 0.
The theory described above is semiclassical, but quan-

tum mechanical derivations have also been given 8,2i, s2

These place the theory on firmer ground but, at tern-

peratures much larger than the Debye temperature,
yield expressions of the same form as those derived
classically. An exception is the incomplete theory of
Van Gelder" which introduces the boundary conditions
in such a way that additional absorption may occur
with a corresponding drop in reflectance. At cryogenic
temperatures the photon —multiple-phonon process pro-
posed by Holstein" also causes the absorption to be
larger than that computed semiclassically. Gurzhi" has
included this result in his quantum transport equation,
and experimental work'4 is in good agreement with his
results. The e6ect is negligible, however, for silver at
room temperature.

In the near infrared the measured reflectance of silver
drops below that predicted by the anomalous skin effect
theory. This reflectance decrease has been attributed to
a decrease in the relaxation time r, which is now no
longer given by the Lorentz-Sommerfeld relation. At the
plasma frequency for silver, r is smaller than its dc value

by about a factor of 2."The limiting frequency at which
r starts to decrease, which in an ideal crystal is pre-
sumably related to electron-electron and electron-lattice
interactions, is hard to determine experimentally. The
principal difficulty is that poor sample preparation, in
addition to contributing impurities, may produce lattice
distortion, surface 61ms, or surface roughness, any one
of which may cause the reflectance to drop too rapidly
with increasing frequency and hence make v appear to
decrease. It is therefore of interest to determine how
large the frequency co can become for carefully prepared
samples before the relaxation time begins to show ap-
preciable frequency dependence.

In this paper we will show that if a silver surface is
very smooth, the simple Drude theory (which from an
experimental point of view is equivalent to the anorna-
lous skin effect modification with p=1) is in. excellent

'0 R. F. Greene, Phys. Rev. 141, 687 (1966)."R. N. Gurzhi, Zh. Eksperim. i. Teor. Fiz. 33, 451 (1957);
33, 660 (1957) (English transl. :Soviet Phys. —JETP 6, 352 (1958);
6, 506 (1958)j."A. P. Van Gelder, Phys. Letters (Netherlands) 21, 18 (1966).

~3 T. Holstein, Phys. Rev. 96, 535 (1954).
~4 M. A. Biondi, Phys. Rev. 102, 964 (1956); A. I. Golovashkin

and G. P. Motulevich, Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz. 47, 64 (1964)
C English transl. : Soviet Phys. —JETP 20, 44 (1965)j; A. P.
Lenham and D. M. Treherne, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 57, 476 (1967)."H. Ehrenreich and H. R. Phillpp, Phys. Rev. 128, 1622 (1962).
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agreement ( 0.1/o) with experiment in the infrared
for Mv &15, or, if a small electron-electron correction is
added, for ~v &50. The parameters 0.0 and v used in the
calculations were obtained from electrical measurements
on films prepared simultaneously with those used for
the optical measurements. No optical parameters
were used to Gt the theory to the experimental
reflectance values. We have found that p~i for the
refIectance measurements unless the surfaces have an
rms roughness of over 45 A. For roughnesses over 65 A,
p—0. The roughness value at which p goes from 1 to 0,
although not large, is about an order of magnitude
larger than one would naively expect from simple dif-
fraction theory and thus provides experimental support
for Greene's" conclusion that p~1 for a metal does not
necessarily imply that the metal-air interface is smooth
compared to the de Broglie wavelength.

DRUDE THEORY

Maxwell's equations form the basis for the derivation
of the Drude theory. From the Gaussian form of the
wave equation, we have the relation

where J=(jton+o)E is the current density, E is the
electric Geld. having circular frequency ~, and c is the
velocity of light. The polarizability o. and conductivity
e are both frequmcy-dependent. They may be written
as the sum of contributions from various mechanisms:

trintraband+trinterband+trlattice absorption+trlocalised states

+rrcore potential+ ' ' '& (2)

rrintraband+ trinterband+ trlattice absorption

+criocaiis d t tee+ ' ' ' (5)

Since 0 is the real part of the complex conductivity and
hence is related to the energy absorbed by a material,
the various components of 0 are nonzero only in fre-
quency intervals where absorption from the particular
mechanism occurs. However, the components of o, may
be nonzero even in frequency intervals other than those
where absorption from those mechanisms takes place,
and a complete theory must take this eGect into account.

The values of the various components of 0, and 0.

cannot be evaluated from electromagnetic theory. Auxil-
iary relations are necessary, and their correct forms are
a primary objective of solid-state physics. Both quan-
tum mechanical and classical treatments employing
Boltzmann's transport equation have been used to de-
tCITQlIle 0!ingrgbgng and 0 ingrgbgng. BrleQy9 the ClaSslCal argu-
Illellt ls as follows'. lff Is tile velocity dlstrlbutlon fllllc-
tion for conduction electrons in a metal, and t is time,
under steady-state conditions df/di =0.Letting f=fs+fI,
where fo is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function and. fr
is a small perturbation caused by an electromagnetic

Bfl (1+j&or)

+f1
Bs vgv'

e Bfo

* E.
8$ Vg 88@

If the penetration depth of the 6eld is large enough
that the contribution of Bf1/Bs can be neglected, fl can
be solved. for directly. Then (J,)tnt»b»d, the current
density in the x direction resulting from the conduction
electrons, is

(J,);„t„b,„d= Es f(p—)s dp =
1+jo&r

where S is the number of conduction electrons per unit
volume and trs is the dc conductivity. Since Eq. (7) gives
the relation between J and E for intraband transitions,
the eXplesslOns f01 Qingrgb1hntl and 0'ingrlhband. may nOW be
obtained from the de6nition of J following Kq. (1). In
terms of n=n —jk, the complex index of refraction, they
ale

es—ks=1—4sra; t,,b d+4srcrs=1 —— +4srtrs,

(g)
2~0'intraband

CdT GD 7'

Note that although we have assumed that all of the

2' C. N. Berglund and %'. E. Spicer, Phys. Rev. 136, A1044
(&964)'.

27 R. N. Gurzhi and M. I. Kaganov, Zh. Kksperim. i Teor. Fiz.
49, 941 (1965) LEnglish transl. : Soviet Phys. —JETP 22, 6$4
(1966)j.

Geld, the condition

rf/d1= (8f/dr)field (df/rA)collisions= 0

yields the Boltzmann equation

8
— +v V„f+aV„f=—fl/r,
8$

where r, v, and a are the electronic position, velocity,
and acceleration, respectively, and

a = —(s/Its*) LE+ (v/c) && Hj,

where H is the magnetic-Geld strength. If the 6eld is
removed, fr decays as s "where r is the relaxation
time, i.e., time required for f to return approximately
to its unperturbed state. If it is assumed that upon
collision an electron loses Inemory of its previous mo-
mentum, v may be loosely interpreted as the mean time
between electronic collisions. The perturbation fr will
have the frequency co of the exciting 6eld, and at high
frequencies where cur& i. the relaxation time may be-
come frequency-dependent. This dependence, which
may result from electron-electron interactions or other
causes, ""is not predicted by the semiclassical theory.

%hen terms involving the magnetic Geld and the
product E V„ftare neglected we have, from (5), the
fundamental equation
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I I I I I I I Equation (13) is the first-order term in an expansion in
powers of 4mo. o. However, the error in E. made by using
Eq. (13) in place of the whole expansion. is less than
0.001 for values of 4xo.0&10. For silver 4m+0~2, as can
be determined from a Kramers-Kronig evaluation near
the absorption edge for intcrband transitions. '5 At a
wavelength of 1 II (o&T~70, where T~3)&10-I4 sec),
g(no) =0.057, making a difference in R of only 0.0002.
At longer wavelengths g(no) is still smaller and is thus
negligible for silver in the infrared.

If &oT(&1, Eq. (12) reduces to the Hagen-Rubens
relation

2= 1—(2oI/moo)"', (14)

0
0

FH:. 1. Range of validity of Eq. (11).The calculated value of
R is in error by less than 0.001 Outside the solid lines, and by less
than 0.01 ou/st the dashed hnes.

absorption in the frequency range considered arises from
intraband transitions, we have added the term o,o to
account for the contribution to o. made by other ab-
sorption mechanisms operating in other frequency
ranges. Equations (8) and (9) are the basic equations
of the Drude theory. The normal incidence reQectance
of a metal may now be calculated from material param-
eters since

(e—1)'+k'
E.=

(n+1)'+k'

RIld 'tile valllcs of Tl RIld k RI'c givcI1 111 Eqs. (8) RIld (9).
In certain wavelength regions, E. may be expressed

explicitly in terms of 0-0, r, and 0.0. If e&1 and k&1,
the reQectance of a metal at normal incidence is

approximately'~

Figure 1 shows the range of values of e and k for which
Eq. (11) is valid. The reflectance is in error by less than
0.1/o for values of TI and k which fall outside the solid
line. Since e&&1 and k&)1 for metals in the infrared,
Eq. (11) is an excellent approximation in this region.
A general expression for the infrared reflectance of a
good conductor is then obtained by substituting (8) and
(9) into (11)":
g = exp( —(2~/7poo) 1~2$(o12T2+1)II2—(jg T]'I2

XL1+g(.)3, (12)

g(Go) =oIo/co(Io T +1) +2(o Tj/20o(13)'
28H cur&&I, Eq. (12) reduces to 2=1—(~a0~) '". The re8ec-

tance is then wavelength-independent at high frequencies so long
as Eq. (11) holds.

and the reQectance is determined only by the dc con-
ductivity. For good conductors this relation is valid only
in the far-infrared and microwave regions. "At higher
frequencies where co~~1, both 7 and 0-0 nlust be known.
As long as r retains its dc value, it may be calculated
from the Lorentz-Sommerfeld relation

T=m~oo/1Ve2, (15)

where m* may be determined from speciic heat data"
or from band calculations, and for sH.ver is very nearly
equal to m, the free-electron mass; 0-o may be deter-
mined from the measured conductivity; and E may be
determined from a Hall-eftect measurement. For silver,
E should also be calculable to a good approximation
from the valence, one free electron per atom. The re-
Qectance is thus calculable entirely from nonoptical
parameters in wavelength regions where the Drude
theory holds and T is given by Eq. (15).

ANOMALOUS SKIN EFFECT

The above analysis is based on the assumption that
the 6rst term in Eq. (6) is negligible. This assumption
is valid only when

S/f»2/(1+~2T2), (16)

where l= vvp is the mean free path of the conduction
electrons (w~ is the Fermi velocity) and

(2s.o gu) IIs(1+j)8= 1/Re
c(1+joIT) I+ 2sk

is the amplitude penetration depth" of the light. At low
frequencies where IoT&(1, Eq. (16) requires that 8 be
Inuch gI'catc1 thaIl 2l. Snlcc l 1s a constant 1n this 1cg1on

~~ L. G. Schulz, Advan. Phys. 6, 102 (1957).
'0 J. Rayne, Phys. Rev. 95, 1428 (1954); W. S. Corak, M. P.

Garfunkel, C. 3. Satterthwaite, and A. Wexler, ibid. 98, 1699
(1955).

"The amplitude penetration depth is sometimes taken to be
the low frequency skin depth ho= ~/(2~coo-0)'12. Although this ap-
proximation is valid at microwave frequencies, it is only approxi-
mately correct at optical frequencies. For example, for silver at a
wavelength of 2 p it is in error by about a factor of 4. The approxi-
mation given by Gurzhi et ol. (Ref. 39) which is obtained by
expanding Eq. (17) to give B~BOL1+(co~) 2j'I4, is not appreciably
better, since the factor of multiplying b0 is 1.0002 for silver at 2 p, .
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FIG. 2. Reflectance of silver calculated from the anomalous skin
effect modification of the Drude theory assuming bulk dc con-
ductivity and 1 free electron per atom. The solid curve is for p = 1,
and the long dashed curve for p=O. The simple Drude theory is
given by the short dashed curve and connecting solid curve. Since
absorption caused by interband transitions and other effects has
not been included, these curves cannot be directly compared with
measured values for wavelengths shorter than about 1 p,.

and since, from Eq. (17), 8 is proportional to 1/a&'I',

we see that Eq. (16) is satisfied for sufficiently low fre-
quencies regardless of the value of v or 0-0. At high
frequencies where cov)&1, the requirement is that
8/l))2/s&'r' in order for the Drude theory to hold. In
this region, since b is independent of frequency and l is
constant, at suKciently high frequencies the inequality
will again hold regardless of the value of 7- or o-0. At
intermediate frequencies Eq. (16) may not be satisied
even at room temperature, so that none of the terms in
Eq. (6) can be neglected. In this so-called anomalous
skin effect region a correction must be applied to the
value of the reflectance calculated from Eqs. (8)—(10)
or from Eq. (12). This correction is a function of a
surface parameter p which is related to the probability
that a conduction electron will be reQected specularly
at the surface of a material. It has been taken to be an
experimental parameter, and in most investigations, the
best fit has been obtained by letting p 0.

Figure 2 shows the theoretical reQectance of silver
calculated from the simple Drude theory (short dashed
curve) along with the corrections in the anomalous skin
effect region assuming p= 1 (solid curve) and p= 0 (long
dashes). These curves cannot be directly compared with
experiment at wavelengths shorter than about 1 p, since
absorption resulting from interband transitions and
other factors has not been included, v- has been assumed
to be constant, and eo has been set equal to 0.However,
in the infrared and at longer wavelengths, the curves
should be directly comparable with experimental values.
The curve showing the Drude theory reQectance was
calculated from Eqs. (8)—(10) and (15) assuming 00 tobe
the dc conductivity of bulk silver. The value of Ã in

Eq. (15) was calculated by assuming one free electron

per atom, and m*=m. No adjustable parameters were
included in the calculations. The p=1 curve was ob-

I;000

0.08—

O.OC—

~l~u
0.04—

/N

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

\
\

I

0.02—

I

-2.0

FIG. 3. Ratio of absorption (1—8) calculated from the anoma-
lous skin effect theory for p=1 to that given by Drude theory
(see Ref. 4, Fig. 2). Values of cx/cov are 4.244 for the short dashed
curve, 1.850 for the solid curve, and 0.995 for the long dashed curve,
corresponding to room temperature conditions for silver, gold, and
al.uminum, respectively.

Er —(s'A'/2m*) (3Ã/s) 21'—=~/2'*, (18)

tained from the integrals given by Reuter and Sond-
heimer. Since the graphical results in their Fig. 2 were
primarily for low temperatures, it was necessary to
program their Eqs. (55) and (57) for a computer and
calculate values for room temperature. The results for
three values of their parameter e are shown in Fig. 3.
These correspond to room temperature conditions for
silver, gold, and aluminum. The curves give the log of
the ratio of the absorption (1 R) ca—lculated from the
anomalous skin effect theory for p= 1 to that given by
the Drude theory. Note that this ratio reaches a maxi-
mum for silver for ~7-=2.3, corresponding to a wave-
length of 30 p. The maximum of this ratio thus corre-
sponds to the minimum in the solid curve in Fig. 2,
where the reQectance is about 0.0008 lower than the
Drude theory curve. The p=0 curve in Fig. 2 was ob-
tained from numbers given by Dingle' in his Table III.
Again, no adjustable parameters were used. This curve
lies about 0.0035 below the other two curves for wave-
lengths between 3 and 0.3 p (23&cur&230) and grad-
ually approaches the other curves at longer wavelengths.
The difference in reflectance between the p = 1 and p= 0
curves is measurable experimentally with a good re-
Qectometer, and, as will be discussed in the "Experi-
mental" section, we have observed reQectances corre-
sponding to both these values of p.

Thus, far the discussion has not indicated how rough
a surface must be before ~.One might at first sup-
pose that p= 1—W, where W, is the probability, calcu-
lated from diffraction theory, that the electron would be
diffusely scattered. A value for 1—8'„and hence for
p'„may be obtained from the de Broglie wavelength
~&. For a quasifree-electron gas the Fermi energy E&
is given by
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Thus the surface must be nearly atomically smooth for
specular electronic reQection to occur in a nondegener-
ate system. One may argue that diffraction from lattice
points at the surface should be considered rather than
approximating the surface by a continuous interface.
Muser" has carried out an approximate analysis of this
type and has reached about the same conclusions as
those obtained above.

Greene" has performed a careful analysis of the
validity of the boundary condition de6ning p, which
may be written

I I I I I I I I I I I

0 .2 4,6 .8 l.0 micron.

Fjc. 4. Electron micrograph of a calcium fluoride 61m. Note
that detail of the order of 0.01 p, (1005.) can be seen.

where P= h/Xz& is the crystal momentum. Therefore

Xn = 2(vr/3)7)'~'. (»)
For a cubic lattice there are ~/a' lattice points per unit
volume where a is the lattice constant, and v the number
of lattice points per unit cell. A body-centered-cubic
lattice has v=2, while in a face-centered-cubic lattice
v=4. If g is the number of conduction electrons per
atom, we have

1V= gv/a'. (20)

1 2

1—8",=— d
2' Q

sine coso

&& exp L
—(4rp cos8/Xn)'jd8

= (P n/4n p)'{1—exp[ —(4rp/4&)'j). (22)

Letting 1—S',=0.01 be the criterion for negligible spec-
ular reflection, from Eq. (22) p—O.SXn, or 4.2 A rms.

II~ H. Davies, Proc. Inst. Elec. Engrs. (London) 101, 209 (1954);
H. Hasunuma and J. Nara, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 11, 69 (1956);
H. E. Bennett and J. O. Porteus, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 51, 123 (1961);
H. E. Bennett, ibid. 53, 1389 (1963).

Solving for Xn for silver by substituting Eq. (20) into
Eq. (19) and taking v=4, a=4.08 A, and g=1, gives
silver conduction electrons a de Broglie wavelength of
5.22 A.

We now can estimate 5', . Consider that we have an
electron with a wavelength lI.g& incident on a (fictitious)
continuous surface whose rms roughness is p. If the
surface has a Gaussian height distribution, the specu-
lar reQectance at an angle of incidence 8 is"

expL —(47rp cos8/Xn)'j. (21)

If the incoming electrons are incident equally from all

angles, the probability of specular reQection, 1—5"„is
then given by

fy(v.)=pf~( m, ) —at x=0+ with 0(p(1. (23)

He concludes that Eq. (23), which gives a relationship
between the velocity of the incident and rejected con-
duction electrons, is valid for metals provided that there
is no magnetic field, the energy bands are Oat, and sur-
face scattering does not affect the bulk scattering of the
incident electrons. However, p is equal to the prob-
ability 8"0 that an electron will be specularly rejected
by a rough surface only if the scattering is isotropic.
For anisotropic scattering there is a weighting factor
which acts to make electrons scattered at small angles
to the specular direction contribute to p almost as if
they were specularly reflected. In addition 8'0, which
Greene calls the kinetic specularity, equals 1—8', only
if the system is nondegenerate. For a degenerate sys-
tem, such as the electron gas in a metal at normal
temperatures, one has an additional weighting factor
arising from the Pauli exclusion principle, which is
present because not all states into which an electron
could be scattered are unoccupied. Thus P is in general
larger than 5'0 and may be nearly unity even when
1—W, approaches 0. For this reason, p can be ~1 for
values of p much larger than 4.2 A rms. How much
larger is one of our objects to determine.

EXPERIMENTAL

The silver 6lms used for the measurements were pre-
pared by evaporation in ultrahigh vacuum. The silver,
of 99.999% purity, was deposited at approximately 25
A/sec from a tungsten source. Although the pressure
in the vacuum chamber initially rose into the 10 '-Torr
range when the silver was being melted, during evapo-
ration the pressure remained in the 10 '-Torr range.
Film thicknesses, which were monitored during evapo-
ration with an oscillating quartz monitor and later
measured interferometrically, were in the 650—1000 A
range. These films were thick enough to be opaque in
the infrared but thin enough to contour the surface on
which they were deposited without adding appreciable
roughness because of the silver crystallites. The smooth
surfaces onto which the silver 61ms were evaporated
were 1.5-in. fused quartz optical Oats specially polished
to a supersmooth finish. "The measured roughness of

"R.W. Dietz and J. M. Bennett, Appl. Opt. 5, 881 (1966).
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these surfaces, coated with either silver or aluminum,
was about 7 A rms. Two methods were used to measure
surface roughness, a reQectance method'4 and an inter-
ferometric method, "and good agreement was obtained
between them. The sensitivity of either method to dif-
ferences in height is at least an order of magnitude
better than that obtainable with an electron microscope.

Since it was desired to have surfaces which were rough
on an atomic scale, coarsely polished glass or metal
surfaces were not satisfactory. These surfaces can be
made with surface roughnesses of the desired magni-
tudes, but the lateral dimensions of the irregularities
are of the order of fractions of a millimeter rather than
tens of angstroms. Such surfaces do not show the de-
crease in reQectance found for the atomically rough
surfaces. Atomically rough surfaces were produced by
depositing calcium Quoride on supersmooth substrates
prior to the silver deposition. By varying the thickness
of the calcium Quoride and by baking it before the sliver
deposition, various roughnesses could be achieved. In
order to produce the roughest surfaces, a second layer
of calcium Quoride was added followed by a second
baking. Under the evaporation conditions described,
calcium Quoride forms microcrystallites such as those
shown in the electron micrograph in Fig. 4. From this
micrograph it is clear that the lateral dimensions of
the smooth crystallite faces are less than 1000 A, and
detail of th, e order of 100 A can be observed. The height
variations, determined from specular reQectance mea-
surements, are of comparable magnitude so that the
resulting surface is rough on an atomic scale.

The roughness of the silver-coated calcium Quoride
surfaces was obtained by measuring the reQectance R
of the rough surface relative to that Ro of a very smooth
surface of the same material. If the distribution of
surface irregularities is Gaussian, the relative reQec-
tance at normal incidence is"

R/Rp ——expt —(4n.p/X) ]', (24)

where p is the rms roughness and X the wavelength.
Although R/Rp for the rough calcium fluoride surfaces
did not fit a Gaussian height distribution function for
all values of R/Rp, it approximated the Gaussian func-
tion for R/Rp) 0.90.

In order to guard against possible differences in the
silver on the rough and smooth surfaces, both substrates
were coated in the same evaporation. The relative re-
Qectance of the rough surfaces and the absolute reQec-
tance of the smooth silver surfaces were measured using
the absolute reQectometer described previously. "' This
instrument is capable of measuring absolute or relative
reQectance with an accuracy of ~0.001 and a precision

'4 H. K, Bennett, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 56, A1423 (1966).
35 H. K. Bennett and J. M. Bennett, in Physics of Thin FiIms,

edited by G. Hass and R. K. Thun (Academic Press, Inc. , New
York, 1967), Vol. IV, pp. 1—96.

"H. E. Bennett and W. F. Koehler, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 50, 1,
(1960).
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Fxo. 5. Calculated and measured infrared reflectance of silver.
The circles are experimental points averaged for several 6lms.
Calculated values for a conductivity of 87 jo of bulk are: solid
curve, P=1; long dashed curve, p=o; and short dashed curve,
simple Drude theory. The dotted curve was calculated from the
simple Drude theory using a conductivity of 67'Po of bulk. Note
that these curves are lower than those in Fig. 2 because of the
diAerent conductivity values used.

of better than +0.0004. Details of the analysis of the
data, including how the variation of the infrared reQec-
tance with surface roughness in the anomalous skin
e8ect region was determined, will be described in the
"Results" section.

The electrical measurements, dc conductivity and
Hall coefGcient, were made on another silver-coated
supersmooth quartz sample prepared in the same evapo-
ration. A photoetched mask was used to give the samples
a reproducible and measurable shape. The dc conduc-
tivity could be determined with an uncertainty of about
2%, the limitin. g factors being the differences between
films and the uncertainty in the Glm thickness. Film
thickness was measured interferometrically using fringes
of equal chromatic order, ""and was good to about
~6 A, the residual error being caused largely by film
nonuniformities. The Hall coeKcient, which was mea-
sured using a six-contact dc method with Geld and cur-
rent reversal, "could be determined with an uncertainty
of about 2.5 Fo. Particular care was taken to reduce the
Ettingshausen voltage to a negligible value.

RESULTS

Figure 5 shows the measured reQectance of silver
films deposited in ultrahigh vacuum on supersmooth
substrates. The reQectance was quite reproducible, and
the circles represent average values for several films.
The solid and long dashed lines are the theoretical re-
fiectance curves calculated for p=1 and p=0, respec-
tively, while the short dashed line is the reQectance
calculated from the simple Drude theory. The param-
eters used in the calculations were the measured dc
conductivity 0-0——4.85X10' sec ', and the Hall constant
yielding a value of 1.09 conduction electrons/atom and

3~ J. M. Bennett, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 54, 612 (1964)."O. Lindberg, Proc. IRK 40, 1414 (1952).
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p,.= (op(k T/ha) 0)'L1+ (kco/2n-k T)'], (25)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute tem-
perature, and ~0 the plasma frequency. If v, i is the
electron-phonon collision frequency, Eq. (15) gives 1/v, &

which we have assumed is equal to 7. However, if both
electron-phonon and electron-electron collisions are in-

cluded, r = 1/(v, &+u„),and r is a constant only as long
as the contribution made by v„is negligible. The de-
crease in the infrared reQectance of silver caused by ~„
is very small, amounting to only 0.0005 at a wavelength
of j. p, and becomes much smaller at longer wavelengths.
However, if it is included, it makes the calculated and
measured reQectance values agree within 0.001 for
values of co~&50."This fit is quite reinarkable since 7

'~ R. N. Gurzhi, M. Y. Azbel', and H. P. Lin, Fiz. Tverd. Tela
5, 'l59 (1963) fEnglish transl. : Soviet Phys. —Solid State 5, 554
(1963)g.

40 For values of co~ &50, the measured reflectance of silver drops
rapidly. The decrease in reflectance near the band edge for inter-
band transitions is too large to be accounted for by cxo in Eq. (8),
and suggests that 7 is frequency dependent in this region. Ad-

7=2.99&(10 '4 sec. More will be said about the elec-
trical measurements later. The excellent agreement be-
tween the experimental points and the p= 1 curve (less
than 0.001 difference for cur(15) is significant since the
theoretical curves were not fit to the optical data. The
p=0 curve is outside the probable error of the experi-
mental points and leads one to conclude that p~1 for
our silver films. This result does not necessarily con-
tradict the large body of published data for which the
best fit could only be obtained by letting p 0. The
surfaces used in our experiments were very smooth and
had a measured roughness of about 7 A rms, consider-
ably less than the 20—40 A rms roughness of commercial
optical Qats."Many of the experiments reported in the
literature were performed on samples which may well

have been even rougher than good commercially avail-
able optical Qats. It is difficult to judge how rough they
were, however, since the surface roughness is always
unreported.

The experimental values of the reQectance increase
with increasing wavelength, so that the shape of the
measured curve most nearly approximates that of the
simple Drude theory. We have never observed a de-
crease in reQectance with increasing wavelength for any
silver films, as predicted by the anomalous skin effect
modification with p = 1.The difference between the p = 1

curve and the simple Drude theory is rather small,
however, only 0.0008 at most, and could easily be ac-
counted for if a small amount of additional absorption
occurred at the shorter wavelengths. Such absorption
might result from indirect interband transitions, im-

purity scattering, etc. A small decrease of this type
presumably results from electron-electron scattering.
Gurzhi' ' has derived an approximate relation for the
electron-electron collision frequency v„which is valid
if fgo«Ep and kT«E g'.

might be expected to become wavelength-dependent for
values of cow &1.

Van Gelder's modification of the quantum-mechanical
treatment of the anomalous skin eGect2' predicts ad-
ditional absorption in the infrared region where u7) 1.
Although it is dificult to determine the exact magnitude
of this additional absorption for silver, he suggests that
the decrease in reQectance should be about the same
as that ascribed to surface roughness in the classical
theory, i.e., about 0.003 for silver. If so, it is clear that
this modification destroys the good agreement found
between theory and experiment.

Much of the preceding discussion depends on the
values of 00 and r used in the calculation of the p=1
and p=0 curves in Fig. 5. Several silver films, having
thicknesses from 650—1000 A, were used for the elec-
trical measurements. The Hall constant for these films
was independent of film thickness and gave 1.09 con-
duction electrons/atom, in good agreement with the
value of 1 electron/atom predicted from the valence of
silver. The average dc conductivity was about 67% of
the bulk value. Thicker films had the same infrared
reQectance but showed a higher conductivity; one such
film about 3000 A thick had a conductivity of 87% of
the bulk value. The variation of resistivity (or con-
ductivity) with film thickness was similar to that ob-
tained by Reynolds and Stilwell, "whose paper is often
quoted as evidence that p 0 for evaporated metal films,
since the resitivity varies with film thickness. An alter-
nate explanation is that the change in resistivity with
thickness arises in large part from agglomeration in the
film. Chopra et al."have pointed out that, in the case
of evaporated gold films on heated glass substrates, the
experimental resistivities can be matched theoretically
by assuming that the initial island structure connected
by thin bridges consists of metal having bulk resistivity.
If the islands and bridges grow at the same rate, the
film resistivity, calculated on the assumption of a uni-
form film thickness, decreases hyperbolically, in good
agreement with experiment. A second possible expla-
nation is that the initial layers of the metal near the
metal-substrate interface are disordered and hence have
a higher resistivity than layers farther from the inter-
face. In either case, since the reQectance measurements
sample only the upper layers of the film, while the re-
sistance measurements average its entire cross section,
one would expect the measured reQectance of fairly
thin films to be higher than that calculated from the
measured resistance. This is indeed the case. In Fig. 5
the dotted curve is calculated using a value of 0-o de-
termined from the average measured dc conductivity
of the 650—1000 A films (67% of the bulk value). The
simple Drude theory was used for the calculation; with
the anomalous skin effect correction for p= 1, the long-

ditional evidence is that the experimental value of r at the plasma
frequency is about 1.6/10 '4 sec, over a factor of 2 lower than the
value calculated from the bulk conductivity and 1 conduction
electron/atom.
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wavelength reQectance would have dropped the same
way the solid curve dropped from the short dashed
curve, making the long-wavelength agreement even
worse. Since the measured infrared reQectance was in-
dependent of 61m thickness but the resistivity con-
tinued to decrease with increasing 6lm thickness, it
seemed reasonable to choose a value of resistivity which
was as nearly a bulk value as possible for the evaporated
silver 6bns. The work of Chopra et al. on gold" showed
that the resistivity of films thicker than about 1000 A
reached. a constant value which was different from bulk,
and furthermore which depended on the substrate and
type of film preparation used. Thus, we chose for our
"bulk-61m" value the measured rro of 87% of bulk for
the thickest film measured and used this value to com-
pute the solid and dashed curves in Fig. 5. We feel this
choice of conductivity is reasonable since the effect of
the 6lm-substrate interface should be considerably less
than with thinner films.

Thus far we have described only reQectance measure-
ments of silver 6lms deposited on very smooth sub-
strates. We have also found that by increasing the
roughness of the substrates (by depositing varying
amounts of calcium Quoride on smooth quartz sub-
strates) it is possible to decrease the reflectance of silver
in the infrared. The magnitude of the reQectance de-
crease is in approximate agreement with that predicted
for going from p=1 to p=0. There is another effect,
however, which must be separated from the specular
and diffuse electronic scattering. Rough surfaces also
scatter light, so that if a small acceptance angle re-
Qectometer is used, the measured reQectance values de-
crease in a manner predicted by Eq. (24). Note that
this optical scattering is very wavelength-dependent,
so that if p is less than 100 A, the major portion of the
scattering occurs in the near infrared, visible, and at
shorter wavelengths. Even for 6lms as rough as 100 A,
the decrease in reQectance caused by optical scattering
is less than 0.001 for wavelengths longer than 4 p. On
the other hand, the decrease in reflectance caused by
di6use electronic scattering within the film varies much
more slowly with wavelength. It is possible to separate
the two e8ects by obtaining a value of p from relative
reQectance measurements in the visible, calculating the
decrease in reQectance caused by optical scattering for
the near infrared wavelengths, and then applying this
correction to the measured points. This process is il-
lustrated in Fig. 6 where the circles and squares are
1 minus the measured relative reQectance values
(1—R„„,h/R. mooch

——2 R/Ro). The squares are the mea-
sured points for X=0.8, 0.9, and 1.0 p, respectively, the
region where the reQectance decrease is caused pri-
marily by optical scattering. Since we have assumed
a Gaussian height distribution, the slope of the graph is
—2, as predicted by Eq. (24). It is in good agreement
with the experimental points, so that this rough surface
does act approximately like a Gaussian surface for large
relative reflectances (small values of hR/Ro). A Gauss-
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ian surface having such relative reQectance in the 0.8—
1.0-p wavelength region would have p=65.1 A. The
corrections to the measured data at the longer wave-
lengths resulting from optical scattering may then be
calculated from Eq. (24), and these corrected values
are plotted as circles in Fig. 6 for wavelengths from
2—26 p, . For wavelengths of 4 p, and longer, the correc-
tions are less than 0.0005, and even at 2 p the correction
is only 0.0017.The solid curve in Fig. 6 is obtained from
the solid and long dashed curves in Fig. 5.Note that the
circles agree closely with the calculated curve, showing
that for this particular rough surface the magnitude of
the decrease in reflectance between rough and smooth
samples is in agreement with that predicted by theory
on going from p=1 to p=0. All rough samples showed
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FIG. 7. Values of p for silver films of various roughnesses. When
p=1 there is no difference between reAectances of rough and
smooth samples; when p=0 the measured AR/R0 agrees with
the value predicted by theory; the P(0 values mean that the
measured diQ'erences are larger than the predicted values.
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FIG. 6. Values of (R, ppth R ugh)/Rsmppgir for silver. The squares
are measured joints which fall on the dashed line for which
p=65.1 A. rms. The circles are measured values which have been
corrected for optical scattering. The solid curve was calculated
from the anomalous skin effect theory using values of 8 for p= 1
and p=0 from the solid and long dashed curves in Fig. 5.
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a nearly constant value of AR/Ro in the wavelength
range from 2-28 p, but the magnitude of hR/Ro varied
from 0.32 to 1.76 times the value given by the solid linc.

Figure 7 shows the average measured values of p ob-
tained for thc rough surfaces plotted as a function of
rms surface roughness. To obtain the average value of

p, the ratio between (hR/Ro) „8and (hR/Ro)caIO was
determined for each of the 17 measured points between
2 and 26 p after they had been corrected for optical
scattering. The quantity p was obtained by taking
1 minus this ratio. For example, if (d,R/Ro) ~.»/
(dR/Ro)osIe was 1.76, P=1—1.M= —0.76. Theoreti-
ally, of course, 0&p&1. However, for roughness larger
than about 65 A rms, the measured. reflectance decrease
was larger than the value predicted for p going from
j. to 0. We also found that for roughnesses less than
45 A rms, the reflectances of the rough and smooth
samples were indistinguishable in the infrared. The
transition from p=1 to p=0 was quite abrupt, and
occurred in the roughness range from 45—65 A, about an
order of mangitude larger than the value of 4.2 A calcu-
lated from simple diffraction theory. Furthermore, the
reQectance continued to decrease throughout the rough-
ness range where measurements were made, also in con-
tradiction to theoretical predictions. In order to show
that the continued decrease in reQectance was not caused
by a reaction between the calcium Quoride and silver
6lms, some of thc roughest samples were erst overcoated
with aluminum before the silver 61m was applied. When
measured relative to a silvered optical Qat which had
first been coated with aluminum, these samples had the
same relative reflectance as the silver-coated calcium
fluoride samples.

CONCLUSIONS

The measured infrared reQectance of silver 61ms
evaporated in ultrahigh vacuum on supersmooth sub-
strates is in excellent agreement with the anomalous
skin effect theory assuming p=1, and in even better
agreement with the simple Drude theory. For uz&15
the discrepancy between theory and experiment is less
than 0.001, and, if a small additional term is included
for electron-electron collisions, the data fit the theory
for cow &50.The theoretical curves were calculated from
values of the dc conductivity and relaxation time ob-
tained from electrical measurements on balms prepared
in the same evaporations as the optical samples. No
optical data were used to 6t the curves to the experi-
mental data. The electrical data were in approximate

agreement with data for silver alms reported in the
literature, from which it had been concluded that p—0
for silver. Present results, however, suggest that the
observed variation in resistivity with 61m thicknesses
does not arise from diffuse electronic reQection at the
air-metal interface.

The anomalous skin effect theory predicts that if
p= 1 for a very smooth surface, by making the surface
rougher, the infrared reQectance should decrease until
P—4. Tllls prcdIctlon llas bccI1 vcrlfIcd fol sllvcl. Tllc
roughness at which the transition occurs, however, is
about an order of magnitude larger than the value
calculated from simple diGraction theory, and lends
support to Greene's conclusion that p is not the simple
quantity which it is usually assumed to bc. The tran-
sition from p=1 to p=0 is quite abrupt, occurring in
the roughness range 45—65 A rms. It seems probable
that bulk samples used in anomalous skin effect mea-
surements would have roughnesses of this order or larger,
so that for these samples one would expect to fInd P 0,
in agreement with published results.

The measured difference between the infrared re-
Qectance of rough and smooth silver samples was as
much as 76% larger than that predicted by theory,
and was continuing to increase slightly for the roughest
surfaces measured. These observations are as yet un-
explained. For the smooth surfaces, however, the ex-
perimental results are in excellent agreement with
theory, and suggestions that the theory must be Inodi-
fied to Gt experimental results appear, at least for silver,
to be based on inadequate sample preparation or mea-
surement techniques.

cVoie added il proof. The dc measurements recently
reported by K. L. Chopra and M. R. Randlett U. AppL
Phys. 38, 3144 (1967)j can also orily be fitted to the
standard theory by assuming p(0. Possibly the effect,
which is found both at optical frequencies and at dc, is
related to the presence of a thin surface film on the
metal, but more work will be required to understand
this question. The origin of Kq. (21) as a limiting case
for reQection of conduction electrons from a rough sur-
face is also discussed in a recent paper by S. B. Soffer
(J. Appl. Phys. 38, 1710 (1967)j.
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